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Abstract

This study explores the relationship between student judgments of teacher expectations and academic success, student self-concept and academic success, and student judgments of discrimination experiences and academic success. In the winter of 2018, a sample of 176 communication students at a northwestern university completed revised versions of the Teacher Treatment Inventory (TTI) and the Self-Description Questionnaire III (SDQ III), as well as the original Everyday Discrimination Scale (EDS). College-age students found the TTI confusing, and many participants said they did not have a relationship with their college professors. The hypothesis that suggested student judgments of teacher expectations would positively correlate with anticipated course grade was not supported, and no significant differences were found between male and female students’ judgments of teacher expectations, as well as no significant differences among students of different races on judgments of teacher expectations. The hypothesis that student self-concept would positively correlate with anticipated course grades was partially supported. While some participants did judge themselves to have experienced forms of discrimination, those discriminatory experiences did not result in a significantly negative correlation with anticipated course grades. Implications for understanding expectancy effects and student self-concept as a pedagogical tool for increasing academic success are discussed.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

The 1988 film *Stand and Deliver* is based on a real-life account of Jaime Escalante who taught mathematics to underprivileged children at Garfield High school in East Los Angeles (Mathews, 2010). In both the film and in real life, Escalante endeavored to increase mathematical academic success for the primarily Hispanic Garfield High students. In the movie, Escalante sets a goal of having all of his students taking advanced placement (AP) calculus by their senior year despite Escalante’s colleagues who are cynical and feel the students are not capable. Despite society’s cynicism, Escalante’s positive expectations help the students meet their goal (Musca & Menéndez, 1988).

In the film, the Educational Testing Service accused the students of cheating due to their high test scores. Escalante believed so strongly in his students that he challenged the testing service to allow the students to all retake the exam with only one day to prepare in concert with diligent monitoring by the Educational Testing Service during the exam. The climax of the film occurs when all of the students pass the exam a second time, with five students earning top scores (Musca & Menéndez, 1988).

In the above example, Escalante’s expectations of his students’ abilities prompted changes in the students. The students began to believe they were capable of meeting their teacher’s expectations, and the students’ self-concept of their mathematical abilities shifted favorably resulting in a belief in their own abilities and ultimately academic success. Expectations can change behavior on the part of the recipient, and those behavioral changes can alter the trajectory of the recipient’s life in positive and negative ways. For example, if a teacher tells a student that she is intelligent and capable of math,
she may approach the topic with an open mind, seek tutoring if needed, and possibly even pursue a career that involves education in the sciences (e.g., doctor, scientist, engineer) – a positive outcome. On the other hand, if that same teacher exhibits an expectation that females fare poorly in mathematics, she may never seek assistance if she struggles with math courses, assuming that women cannot do math, and she may never pursue a career that involves education in the sciences (e.g., doctor, scientist, engineer) – a negative outcome.

The purpose of the current study is to examine the impact of teacher expectations on adult learners and how those expectations affect academic success. If teachers have the ability, no matter how slight, to positively impact student success, this information is a valuable pedagogical tool. In addition, this study seeks to explore the relationship between students’ self-concept and academic success, as well as students’ judgments of discrimination and academic success.

Chapter two reviews literature that explores the relationship between teacher expectations, self-concept, gender stereotyping, and judgments of discrimination with academic success. Chapter three outlines the survey method used for the current study. The survey included three scales that assessed student judgments of their professors’ expectations, student self-concept, and student judgments of everyday discrimination experiences. Chapter four is a description of the study results, which found positive relationships between self-concept and academic success but no relationship between gender and student judgments of teacher expectations or student judgments of discrimination and academic success. Chapter five discusses the study results and offers
some thoughts related to outcomes, the study’s limitations, and suggestions for future research.
Chapter 2 – Review of Literature

Expectations that are specific to education consist of teachers’ beliefs that their students will perform in a particular academic manner, many with outcomes measured through standardized testing or outcomes measured through laboratory experiments (Friedrich, Flunger, Nagengast, Jonkmann, & Trautwein, 2015; Good, Aronson, & Harder, 2007; Rosental & Jacobson, 1968; Rubie-Davies, Peterson, Sibley, & Rosenthal, 2015). Expectations also manifest in the form of parental beliefs and assumptions. For example, parents may structure a home environment that influences a child’s academic achievement (Davis-Kean, 2005). Davis-Kean (2005) argues that the educational background and socioeconomic status of the parents ultimately affect their children’s beliefs and behaviors toward academic success. As a result, it is important to note that academic outcomes are not solely related to teacher expectations but also the expectations students encounter in their environment.

An expectation is described as the judgment regarding the likelihood that some sort of future occurrence will happen (Cooper & Hazelrigg, 1988; Haimerl & Fries, 2010; Harris & Rosenthal, 1985; Jussim & Harber, 2005). This assumption of a future event prompts behavior in the expecter, where the expecter’s beliefs are made known and become key components in the outcome (Cooper & Hazelrigg, 1988; Haimerl & Fries, 2010; Harris & Rosenthal, 1985). In addition, the expression of expectations on the part of a teacher can impact the student’s self-concept (Harris & Rosenthal, 1985). For example, if a teacher expects that certain students have great academic potential and this belief is relayed to the students, the students may change their behavior by applying
themselves more diligently to their studies, seek out tutoring and answers to their questions, and ultimately become more successful because of their teacher’s expectations.

For the purpose of this study, teacher expectations are defined as assumptions teachers have about their students’ abilities and subsequent academic success. Teacher expectations manifest through behavior on the part of the teacher and are perceived and ultimately judged by the students (Agirdag, Van Avermaet, & Van Houtte, 2013; Cooper & Hazelrigg, 1988; Jussim & Eccles, 1992; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968). Behavior can include verbal and nonverbal communication on the part of the teacher and also materials provided such as syllabi that outline course requirements and beliefs about student conduct such as timeliness and respectful interactions. The students then interpret those expectations and form judgments about what is expected of them. Further, students who are of lower socioeconomic status or of minority status judge fewer (lower) success expectations from their teachers and fare more poorly than do students who are from a higher socioeconomic status or majority race such as white (Agirdag et al., 2013).

Very little literature exists that specifically defines the constructs perception and judgment. Garner, Hake, and Eriksen (1956) argue that perception is a relationship between a stimulus and a subsequent response. People frequently use heuristics (the rapid process of understanding something based on experience) to simplify complex cognitive problems and come to a conclusion or judgment (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Funder and Colvin (1988) note the presumed purpose for making judgments of people’s personalities is to predict subsequent behavior. For example, a student may see a teacher becoming impatient with another student who is habitually late to class (perception). The
observing student may conclude the teacher’s impatience to reflect an expectation of promptness (judgment).

Teacher expectations are important because they can impact students’ academic success; research has supported the notion that when students judge high expectations from their teachers, the students shift their behavior to meet those expectations resulting in higher academic achievement (Friedrich et al., 2015; Jussim 1989; Jussim & Eccles, 1992; Jussim & Harber, 2005; Madon & Jussim, 1997; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Rubie-Davies et al., 2015; Sorhagen, 2013; Weinstein & Middlestadt, 1979; Weinstein, Marshall, Brattesani, & Middlestadt, 1982). This positive shift in behavior to meet teacher expectations is an example of the relationship between teacher expectations and academic success.

Academic success is measured in myriad ways to include standardized testing, laboratory experiments, and survey data (Agirdag et al., 2013; Friedrich et al., 2015; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Rubie-Davies et al., 2015). These examinations look at trends in IQ tests, standardized tests that focus on general academic scores to include math and reading, and the student grades. This study will consider academic success to be each of the participating student’s anticipated grade in their current communication course, where the grade will have either a positive or negative relationship with the construct being measured. The grade options presented to the students in this study range from A to F.

The difference between perception and judgment is nebulous, and the two terms tend to be used synonymously (Coleman, 1993; Firestone & Scholl, 2015) but may
simply be a matter of heuristics and affective thinking versus more emphasis on richer cognitive thinking (Firestone & Scholl, 2015). The field of psychology argues that the difference comes down to seeing versus thinking (Firestone & Scholl, 2015). For example, a person may see an object in a passenger-side car mirror and perceive it as being closer than the object really is versus cognitively judging the object to be at a more realistic distance (Firestone & Scholl, 2015). Firestone and Scholl (2015) argue that seeing (perceiving) leads to thinking (forming judgments). In other words, perception is the way in which something is sensed and interpreted, and judgment is the formation of a conclusion.

For the purpose of this study, the term perception will be used to indicate interpretations on the part of students from a level of heuristics when trying to assess their teachers’ expectations. The term judgment will be used to indicate a conclusion based on perceptions of teacher expectations.

Attribution theory helps explain the mechanisms at work with regard to expectations, wherein behavioral changes in an individual are motivated by the judgments and expectations of others (Jones & Nisbett, 1972). Attribution theory examines the relationship between two people and behavior changes that result, specifically as a way to explain success or failure (Jaspars, Fincham, & Hewstone, 1983). Individuals may respond in different manners, where some receivers of expectancies may attribute their successes or failures to other people, while some receivers of expectancies may attribute their successes or failures to their own effort (Jones & Nisbett, 1972). Some people engage in self-serving bias, where they tend to “believe positive
experiences are due to internal attributions and negative experiences are due to external attributions” (Robinson, 2017, p. 209). For example, a student who is doing poorly in school may attribute his struggles to unreasonable teacher expectations (external event), and a student who is performing well in school may attribute his success to his dedication (internal event); however, the teacher may disagree with both and attribute the student’s academic results to other causes (Jones & Nisbett, 1972). According to Jones and Nisbett (1972), there is a “pervasive tendency for actors to attribute their actions to situational requirements whereas observers tend to attribute the same actions to stable personal dispositions” (p. 80). For example, the teacher (observer) of the same person who is doing poorly (actor) may feel that the struggling student is merely a low achiever and that the successful student’s results are due to the teacher’s high expectations for ability and subsequent academic success.

Studies examining teachers’ expectations have shown those expectations may affect grade school children’s academic success (Agirdag et al., 2013; Harris & Rosenthal, 1985; Jussim, Harber, & Crawford, 2005; Jussim & Harber, 2005; Jussim & Eccles, 1992; Jussim, 1989; Karcher, Davidson, Rhodes, & Herrera, 2010; Madon & Jussim, 1997; Rubie-Davis et al., 2015; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Sorhagen, 2013; Spencer, Steele, & Quinn, 1999; Weinstein & Middlestadt, 1979; Weinstein et al., 1982) and are frequently referred to using the term Pygmalion (Friedrich et al., 2015; Hainerl & Fries, 2010; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968). The Pygmalion effect credits students’ success to the students’ judgments of high expectations from their teachers (Friedrich et al., 2015; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968) as well as attributing student success to the
attention received by teachers who had high expectations for those students (Gurland & Evangelista, 2014; Haimerl & Fries, 2010; Karcher et al., 2010; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968).

Rosenthal and Jacobson’s (1968) classic study revealed that teachers who believed students to be academically gifted unintentionally gave those students cues demonstrating their expectations; as a result, the targeted children did excel academically. In addition, students form expectancies of their teachers, which also produce an effect that is consistent with the students’ beliefs (Gurland & Evangelista, 2014). For example, a student may judge that his teacher is an unreasonably hard grader; therefore, the student may form low expectations of his grade outcome and not put forth enough effort, which results in an associated expectancy effect. Further, students’ expectancies of their teachers are associated with the nature of the student-teacher interpersonal relationship, where students shift their behavior to ways that fulfill those expectations (Gurland & Evangelista, 2014; Karcher et al., 2010).

Weiner, Frieze, Kukla, Reed, Rest, and Rosenbaum (1972) address Rosenthal and Jacobson’s (1968) Pygmalion study through the theoretical framework of attribution theory. The authors reiterate Rosenthal and Jacobson’s (1968) false assertions to teachers that the teachers had some students in their classrooms with exceptional academic potential. Those false expectations prompted the teachers to shift their behavior, paying more attention to the so-called gifted students (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Weiner et al., 1972). Subsequent IQ testing revealed the alleged gifted students to have achieved intellectual gains (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Weiner et al., 1972).
Weiner and colleagues (1972) argue that the teachers’ expectations certainly led the teachers to believe that some of their students had exceptional academic ability, and these expectations subsequently prompted the teachers to behave in a different manner. While Harris and Rosenthal (1985) performed a meta-analysis that revealed 31 different behaviors exhibited by teachers toward their high-expectancy students (e.g., smiles, encouragement, eye contact), Weiner and colleagues (1972) argue that the specific behavioral changes on the part of the teachers in the Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) study that created a rise in their students’ intelligence scores is unknown but that attribution theory can offer clues to the teachers’ behavior.

In addition to attributing intellectual increases on the part of academically successful students to a gifted ability, Weiner and colleagues (1972) assert that since the teachers held expectations of high achievement for the selected students, it is unlikely that the intermittent failures that the high-achieving students likely experienced would have been attributed by the teachers to lack of ability on the part of the students. Specifically, some of the students they expected to succeed would likely have encountered contradictory results, necessitating an explanation in the teachers’ minds. Weiner and colleagues (1972) opine that any failure displayed by the students would likely be attributed to a lack of sufficient effort on the part of those students. In other words, one of the characteristics of attribution theory is that failure would be attributed to lack of effort rather than a lack of ability (Weiner et al., 1972). Further, the teachers might be communicating causes for failure to the students that could prompt the students to try harder resulting in higher student achievement. For example, a teacher could tell
her underperforming students that they are not spending enough time studying, which could prompt them to study longer. Weiner and colleagues (1972) state, “…false ability expectancies have implications for teacher attributions concerning the causes of success and failure, and these attributions may have motivational consequences” (p. 118). As far as the low-expectation students, attribution theory would suggest that the teachers likely attribute the low-achieving students’ failures to the students’ internal sources such as lack of ability or effort rather than an external cause such as the teacher’s time and attention (Jones & Nisbett, 1972).

For the purpose of the current study, the terms teacher or professor will designate someone who teaches in a university setting, and students will be defined as people who are studying in a college environment. Further, references to self will be from the perspective of students, and expectations will be those of the university teachers or professors.

The opposite of Pygmalion (a positive expectancy effect) is the Golem effect (Eden, 1990). The Golem effect happens when a teacher has low expectations toward students and, much like Pygmalion, behaves in a manner reflective of those expectations but resulting in a negative expectancy effect and poor academic outcomes. In addition, studies have revealed students who experienced low expectations from their teachers had significantly worse outcomes when compared to the level of increased outcomes experienced by the high-expectation students (Eden, 1990) and occur more commonly than Pygmalion (Brophy, 1983). While the Golem effect is as crucial to understand as
Pygmalion because of its potential hazardous consequences, this study will focus on Pygmalion and positive expectancy effects.

Naturalistic studies (direct observation in a natural setting) have consistently supported the notion of expectancy effects, where teachers developed false expectations toward children, and those expectations were delivered (Fischbach, Baudson, Preckel, Martin, & Brunner, 2013; Jussim et al., 2005; Madon & Jussim, 1997; Jussim & Eccles, 1995; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Rubie-Davies et al., 2015; Sorhagen, 2013). Regardless of the setting, arguments have been made that expectancy effects are a real phenomenon but modest in significance (Agirdag et al., 2013; Fischbach et al., 2013; Friedrich et al., 2015; Jussim, 1989; Jussim et al., 2005; Jussim & Harber, 2005; Sorhagen, 2013) with small effect sizes (Agirdag et al., 2013; Cooper & Hazelrigg, 1988) and more likely to be due to accurate teacher judgments of student ability than a form of expectancy effect (Brophy, 1983; Fischbach et al., 2013; Jussim, 1989; Jussim & Eccles, 1995; Jussim et al., 2005; Jussim & Harber, 2005; Madon & Jussim, 1997). However, a meta-analysis performed by Rosenthal and Rubin (1978) that examined 345 studies on expectancy effects found statistical significance for more than a third of the studies, which is too large a number to dismiss and not a matter of chance (Kierein & Gold, 2000). Nevertheless, the fact that approximately two-thirds of the studies failed to find statistical significance cannot be ignored (Kierein & Gold, 2000).

In summary, the literature reveals that teachers hold expectations for their students and express those expectations either explicitly through syllabi or verbal instructions, or they express the expectations through nonverbal behavior (Agirdag et al.,
The students perceive these expectations and then form judgments regarding what is expected of them (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Jussim & Eccles, 1992). These judgments in turn may impact the students through Pygmalion or Golem effects reflective in the students’ academic success (Eden, 1990). The literature on teacher expectations and academic outcomes prompts the following hypothesis:

H1: Students’ judgments of their teachers’ expectations will positively correlate with students’ expected grades in the class.

Steven Chaffee (1991) cites the importance of thoroughly explicating constructs within scholarly research to avoid murky and conflicting definitions. Chaffee (1991) argues that the field of communication research is grounded in discourse and frequently represented quantitatively; however, quantifiable research is of little use unless the constructs under investigation can be thoroughly organized, their meanings explained, and their scales justified. Self-concept is shown to have a strong positive relationship with academic outcomes. The importance of this construct necessitates a clear understanding of the term.

Research examines the relationship between expectancy effects and self-concept, where one’s abilities are impacted by one’s negative or positive self-concept (Friedrich et al., 2015; Jussim, 1989; Jussim & Eccles, 1995; Karcher et al., 2010; Madon & Jussim, 1997; Marsh & Martin, 2011; Pipitone & Welch-Cline, 1989; Weinstein & Middlestadt, 1979). Beliefs about one’s self-concept and one’s abilities set the stage for potential success, and people with a low self-concept are particularly susceptible (Madon &
Self-concept is based on experiences and one’s environment (Bong & Skaalvik, 2001; Huang, 2011; Wylie, 1974), and self-concept can be reinforced through reflected appraisals from other people (Bong & Skaalvik, 2003).

Self-esteem and self-concept are terms which are used interchangeably and frequently confused within academic literature leading to myriad operational definitions (Huang, 2011; Marsh & Martin, 2011; Wylie, 1974). Scholars agree that there is much confusion regarding self-constructs but that self-esteem differs from self-concept primarily due to its evaluative nature (Huang, 2011; Pipitone & Welch-Cline, 1989; Zeigler-Hill, 2013). For example, a student with a high self-concept may believe that he is capable of writing an essay for a communication class and receiving an A, because his prior experience with writing essays for communication classes resulted in an A grade. A student experiencing high self-esteem may believe that he is a gifted writer because of prior experiences writing essays for communication courses that resulted in an A grade.

Self-esteem was a term originally coined by William James in the 1800s to describe the positive way in which people view themselves when they have achieved important goals (Zeigler-Hill, 2013). This original definition remains stable to the extent that self-esteem is now considered to be an “evaluative” process, where people determine how much they like themselves and assess their abilities (Zeigler-Hill, 2013, p. 2). Self-esteem relates to value judgments that reflect what people believe about themselves and their self-worth, either negative or positive (Pipitone & Welch-Cline, 1989; Zeigler-Hill, 2013). For example, a self-esteem judgment could be “At times I think I am no good at all,” or “I feel I have a number of good qualities” (Rosenberg, 1965, p. 17). People with
a high self-esteem express positive evaluations of themselves, and people with low self-esteem express negative evaluations of themselves (Pipitone & Welch-Cline, 1989; Zeigler-Hill, 2013). In other words, self-esteem is more value-based and an impression one holds about one’s worth, and self-concept is a construct about one’s abilities based on judgments of others and life experience. Ditzfeld and Showers (2013) acknowledge the intersection between self-esteem and self-concept, where variations in the components of self-concept can create changes in one’s self-esteem.

In addition, confusion also exists between self-concept and self-efficacy (Bong & Skaalvik, 2003; Huang, 2011). Self-concept and self-efficacy are similar because they both address judgments of competence (Hughes, Galbraith, & White, 2011). While similar to self-concept, self-efficacy focuses more on tasks, context, and situations (Huang, 2011) with a cognitive emphasis regarding beliefs of one’s abilities (Hughes et al., 2011). Where self-concept can be specific to one’s environment with an affective emphasis regarding beliefs of one’s abilities, self-efficacy is assessed based on tasks that are temporal and can be measured (Huang, 2011; Hughes et al., 2011). For example, a student with a high self-concept may believe that he is capable of getting an A in a communication course, because his prior experience with communication courses at the same university have resulted in the same grade. A student experiencing a sense of self-efficacy in the same course may believe he possess the skills to complete an assigned essay within the designated timeframe (a measured task). While the two constructs are similar, self-concept evaluates based on a belief in one’s level of skills and abilities, where self-efficacy simply evaluates whether or not a task can be accomplished based on
the existence of skills and abilities (Bong & Skaalvik, 2003). Hughes and colleagues (2011) argue that people who are utilizing self-efficacy beliefs are asking themselves if they “can” do something such as “Can I do mathematics,” where beliefs regarding one’s abilities utilizing self-concept ask “being” questions such as “Am I good at mathematics” (p. 278). Although the distinctions between self-concept and self-efficacy can be articulated, Hughes and colleagues (2011) point out that there are very few studies examining the distinct differences between the two constructs, and the studies that do exist are inconclusive.

Ruth Wylie (1974) also references the work of American psychologist William Marsh during the late 1800s and his interest in the self, which contributed to the field of psychology. Wylie (1974) notes until the mid-1900s, psychologists who focused on behavior essentially dismissed self-concept as “anathema” to their field (p. 2). As Freudian theorists began placing more emphasis on the self around the 1960s, theories that emphasized the self began to flourish (Wylie, 1974). According to Wylie (1974), this was when American psychologists were struggling with their own behavioristic models as a means to explain their observations and began to pay more attention to notions involving psychoanalysis.

Wylie (1974) categorizes two types of self-concept theorists: the first is the phenomenological theorist, someone who believes that human behavior cannot be understood or predicted without taking into consideration a person’s awareness of their environment and their experiences and how their judgments of these experiences play a role in shaping the self-concept. In other words, there is a relationship between the self
and one’s environment. The second type of theorist is the non-phenomenological theorist, someone who believes a person’s knowledge, judgments, and motivations exist without awareness resulting in a self-concept that is formed unconsciously (Wylie, 1974). The differing approaches to studying self-concept have contributed to its nebulous definition.

Due to the inferential nature of self-concept, appropriate measurement of the construct has been problematic (Huang, 2011; Wylie, 1974). Wylie (1974) argues that this conflict can be primarily traced to whether or not a researcher wishes to be identified as phenomenological. Whether or not a researcher identifies their approach as phenomenological is not the only issue. Much like other fields, psychologists studying self-concept have failed to examine other forms of measurement and analyses leading to multiple measures that were used once or twice resulting in issues with construct validity (Wylie, 1974). For the purpose of this study, facets of self-concept will be examined from a phenomenological perspective, where a person’s experiences and environment contribute to their beliefs about their abilities relating to academics, emotional stability, honesty/reliability, and general self-concept.

Bong and Skaalvik (2003) identify five key precursors that influence self-concept. The first precursor is frames of reference, where people judge themselves based on their surroundings and frequently engage in social comparison. Bong and Skaalvik (2003) also note that frames of reference are the most crucial in the development of one’s academic self-concept. The second precursor is causal attributions, where people attribute their successes or failures to elements of their self-concept. Bong and Skaalvik
(2003) argue that there is a reciprocal relationship between self-concept and attributions, where the types of causal attributions assigned to prior successes or failures impact self-concept and the resulting self-concept from the prior experiences then influences future attributions. The argument of causal attributions and their relationship to self-concept links directly back this study’s use of attribution theory. If a student gets good grades in a class, he is likely to attribute that success to his abilities and his prior positive academic outcomes (Robinson, 2017). However, if a student gets a poor grade in a class, he is likely to attribute that grade to prior experience and a negative environment (Robinson, 2017). For example, the student may argue that everyone knows the research methods teacher is the hardest one on campus, or the student may argue that he has never been good at science-based courses and does not possess that skill. The third precursor is reflected appraisal, where people take on beliefs about themselves based on how they think others view them. Reflected appraisal is considered to be the most dominant source of information about one’s self. The fourth precursor is mastery experiences, which are schema based on a person’s prior experiences. The fifth precursor is psychological centrality, which is the notion that levels of self-concept are affected by the psychological degree of importance of a self-concept trait (Bong & Skaalvik, 2011).

Jussim (1989) found that students who judged their teachers to have high expectations regarding the students’ academic abilities resulted in an increase in the students’ “self-concept of ability” (p. 476). Those students may have gone through the five frames of reference and felt a high level of psychological centrality regarding their academic abilities. In addition, a meta-analysis of longitudinal studies that examined the
relationship between self-concept and academic success revealed “positive effects of self-concept on academic achievement and of academic achievement on self-concept” (Huang, 2011, p. 524). The literature on self-concept prompts the following hypothesis:

H2: Student scores on the self-concept scales will positively correlate with students’ expected grades in the class.

Ample literature exists on the relationship between gender stereotypes of females and their subsequent academic success (Bonnot & Croizet, 2006; Good et al., 2007; Kiefer & Sekaquaptewa, 2007; Spencer et al., 1999; Steele & Ambady, 2005) and the relationship between gender stereotypes of females and their self-concept or self-esteem (Chatard, Guimond, & Selimbegovic, 2006; Pipitone & Welch-Cline, 1989) with a heavy emphasis on mathematical self-concept and academic success. However, little research examines teacher expectancy effects and gender (Jussim et al., 2005; Jussim & Eccles, 1992). In experimental settings when a test-taking environment was manipulated to reflect a masculine tone versus a neutral tone, females performed more poorly in the masculine setting and excelled in the neutral setting (Good et al., 2007). Once the environment was changed to remove stereotypical influences, the women were able to achieve greater academic success than the males (Good et al., 2007). In addition, females were noted to perform more poorly on a math exam when the number of males in the room was increased (Good et al., 2007). Pipitone and Welch-Cline (1989) examine expectancy effects through the lens of gender and self-esteem. While the current study is emphasizing self-concept, self-esteem is still important due to its intersection with self-concept and impact on students’ critical self-evaluations. Pipitone and Welch-Cline
(1989) suggest that females internalize inferior “social definitions of their worth” (p. 16), which could influence their self-esteem and ultimately their performance.

Jussim and Eccles (1992) argue that the sex of students can impact teacher judgments and prompt different treatment. McKown and Weinstein (2002) studied grade school children and discovered low expectations on the part of the teachers for females’ mathematic abilities, as well as both male and female African American students. Both groups of students demonstrated a statistically significant relationship between negative teacher expectancies and negative academic outcomes (McKown & Weinstein, 2002).

While much of the literature on gender and academic outcomes focuses on the math domain, this study seeks to examine whether or not there is a general relationship between teacher expectations and gender. The literature on teacher expectations and gender prompts the following research question:

RQ1: Is there a significant difference between female students’ and male students’ judgments of teacher expectations?

When people experience discrimination, the experience results in feelings of being devalued (Baysu, Celeste, Brown, Verschueren, & Phalet, 2016; Eccles, Wong, & Peck, 2006). These experiences result in a state of anticipatory anxiety, where recipients of discrimination are prepared for future discriminatory experiences (Baysu et al., 2016). In longitudinal studies, experiences of discrimination and low expectations hindered academic success (Alfaro, Umana-Taylor, Gonzales-Backen, Bama, & Zeiders, 2009; Baysu et al., 2016; Eccles et al., 2006; McKown & Weinstein, 2002; Thompson & Gregory, 2011). In addition, Eccles and colleagues (2006) report that when African
American college students experience discrimination in academic institutions that have a predominantly white student population, they experience a significant impact on their ability to adjust to the college environment and a significant impact on their mental health. Further, Thompson and Gregory (2011) note that as children grow up and become more aware of their racial identity, they also become more skilled cognitively to judge how their racial group is being treated by society, which would include academic institutions.

Literature on the topic reports discrimination as both overt and covert to include racial slurs, racial bias related to discipline decisions, and general beliefs of being treated unfairly based on one’s race (Thompson & Gregory, 2011). Discrimination is less often denoted and more commonly connoted on the basis of racial identity, where students experience being treated in an unfair manner compared to their peers (Alfaro et al., 2009; Baysu et al., 2016; Eccles et al., 2006; McKown & Weinstein, 2002). While heuristics may connote discrimination to be related to one’s racial group identity, for the purpose of this study, discrimination is open to interpretation on the part of the student. This study is more interested in whether or not feelings of discrimination impact a student’s ability to maintain their course grades than the type of discrimination felt. Therefore, discrimination includes, but is not limited to, discrimination experiences based on race, gender, physical ability, sexuality, religion, body size, age, and appearance. Also for the purpose of this study, race will be considered a categorical group identity that students may self-select such as White, African American, or Native American.
Importantly, research has also shown perceptual biases on the part of teachers when it comes to marginalized social groups such as older students, new students, students of color, and students who are low achievers (Jussim, 1989; Jussim & Eccles, 1992; Jussim & Eccles, 1995; Jussim & Harber, 2005; Madon & Jussim 1997; McKown & Weinstein, 2002; Sorhagen, 2013; Weinstein & Middlestadt, 1979; Weinstein et al., 1982). Studies have revealed stronger statistical support for the concept of expectancy effects when focusing on low-achieving students (Jussim, 1989; Jussim & Eccles, 1995; Madon & Jussim, 1997), and disadvantaged students (e.g., students of color, older students, new students) who experienced higher rates of expectancy effects (Agirdag et al., 2013; Jussim & Harber, 2005; Madon & Jussim, 1997; Sorhagen, 2013). Agirdag and colleagues (2013) note, “more favorable teacher expectations are found for ethnic majority and higher SES pupils even after controlling for actual levels of academic achievement” (p. 6) and that teachers feel they have less of an ability to teach “nonnative and working class pupils and that these teachability expectations have an indirect impact on pupils’ achievement through pupils’ feelings of academic futility” (p. 2). Further, people are most sensitive to the effects of expectations when they are in new situations or when they are feeling vulnerable in unfamiliar circumstances (Jussim & Harber, 2005). The literature on discrimination and academic outcomes, as well as expectancies and marginalized groups prompts the following hypothesis and research question:

H3: Students who score higher on the Everyday Discrimination Scale will be less likely to expect a high grade in the class.
RQ2: Is there a significant relationship between students’ race and their judgment of teacher expectations?

Jussim and Eccles (1995) argue that expectancies have greater potential when people are experiencing a major transition in life, when they are in new situations, or when they are questioning their own self-concept and abilities. They further assert that expectancy effects “may contribute fundamentally to the development and change of social and personality attributes from the cradle to the grave” (Jussim & Eccles, 1995, p. 75). These profound assertions regarding the relationship between expectations, self-concept, and academic outcomes have prompted this study.
Chapter 3 – Methods

The following chapter will show that scales have been created for the variables in this study to include judgments of teacher expectations, self-concept, and judgments of discrimination experiences. These scales have been aggregated to reflect the average response for each question. Reliability measures will be provided for each aggregated variable.

Participants

During the winter term of 2018, undergraduate students in communication classes at a midsized public university in the Pacific Northwest were solicited for a survey (see Appendix) that examined the relationships among self-concept, judgments of teacher expectations, and expected course grade. Of the six communication classes in this study, one was introductory, and five were upper-division classes. The survey was taken online via Qualtrics outside of normal class time, and extra credit for participation was offered. Students who declined to participate in the survey were offered an alternate extra credit option. After Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval and subsequent informed consent obtained on the part of participants (see Appendix), participants were able to proceed to the survey. Risks associated with the survey were minimal, as respondents may have felt uncomfortable when asked to share information about their judgments of discrimination.

A total of 176 students began the survey, and 162 students completed the survey in its entirety. Of the respondents, 96 (55%) were female, and 60 (34%) were male. Age ranged from 18 to 48 years ($Mo = 22, Mdn = 23$). The large portion ($n = 91, 52\%$) of the
sample listed their race/ethnicity as white, but other races and ethnicities were represented as well. African American students made up 6% ($n = 11$) of the sample, and Latino/Hispanic students made up 9% ($n = 16$) of the sample. The rest of the minority students ($n = 40, 23\%$) listed their race/ethnicity as Native American, Asian, Pacific Islander, or other.

**Measures**

**Teacher expectations.** The *Teacher Treatment Inventory* (TTI) is a scale that was originally used in four experimental conditions to “measure students’ perceptions of the frequency of 44 teacher behaviors toward a hypothetical male or female high or low achieving student” (Weinstein et al., 1982, p. 681). The scale was originally designed by Weinstein and Middlestadt (1979) and given to first-grade through sixth-grade students. The current study adjusted the questions to target individual judgments rather than the participants’ observations of their professors interacting with other students, changed terminology to be more reflective of a college environment, focused on questions relating to expectations, improved face validity and construct validity, and also increased scale reliability. These changes reduced the scale from 44 questions to 20 questions.

The current study edited questions to replace the word teacher with the word professor and also edited questions to reflect a direct address rather than asking about a hypothetical other student. For example, instead of asking “The teacher makes John (Anne) feel he (she) did very well when he (she) finishes reading or gives the right answer” (Weinstein et al., 1982, p. 684), the question was edited to ask “The professor makes me feel I did very well when I give the right answer.”
The current study also focused on questions that emphasized teacher expectations and questions that could be applied to a college environment. Questions that were judged to reflect high teacher expectations were kept, and questions that assessed how work was being done in the classroom were omitted. For example, the question “John (Anne) is tested on things that he (she) has learned in class” (Weinstein et al., 1982, p. 685) is more reflective of the teacher’s skillset rather than assessing the students’ judgments of the teacher’s expectations, and the question “The teacher watches John (Anne) closely when he (she) is working” (Weinstein et al., 1982, p. 684) is more appropriate for an elementary classroom than for a college classroom. Further, questions that were unclear as to whether or not a higher number on the scale would indicate more positive expectations were removed (e.g., the professor calls on me when my hand is up).

The final editing process improved face validity and construct validity. In addition, the edited scale went from a Cronbach α coefficient that ranged from 0.71 to 0.80 based on the respective subscale to a Cronbach α coefficient of 0.81 for the current study, which gave the scale for this study greater reliability than the scale in the original study.

The TTI ultimately translates into judgments formed on the part of the individual student. Student judgments reveal what the students believe their teachers expect of them and of their academic abilities. The scale asks students questions about their professors that require the students to stop and ponder their professors’ behavior in the classroom toward them specifically as individual students. The process of thinking about their professors’ behavior will theoretically come from a more cognitive level and result in a
judgment of their professors’ expectations. For the current study, the scale was used in an attempt to measure student judgments of their teachers’ behaviors and expectations of them as students while considering the professor in their current communication class. Specific survey questions included, “The professor is excited when working with me,” and “The professor scolds me for not listening” (Weinstein et al., 1982, pp. 684-685). For the complete scale, see the Appendix. Respondents rated each of the 20 items on a 5-point Likert-type scale that ranged from 1 = never to 5 = always. Each individual’s scores were averaged into a single variable. The Cronbach α coefficient for the edited TTI was 0.81

**Self-concept scale.** The *Self-Description Questionnaire III* (SDQ III) was created for a late adolescent population to include college-age students and “designed to measure 13 factors of self-concept” (Marsh & O’Neill, 1984, p. 153). This is a 136-item scale that was re-designed to accommodate late adolescents, which would be a more “valuable tool for the study of university students” (Marsh & O’Neill, 1984, p. 155). For the purpose of this study, the scale was pared down to 27 items in validated subscales that focus on academic and general self-concept traits. Subscales that pertained to physical abilities/sports, problem solving/creativity, physical appearance, same-sex relationships, opposite-sex relationships, parent relationships, and religion/spirituality were considered extraneous and outside the scope of this study’s focus on academic achievement (see Appendix). Specific survey questions included “I find that mathematics is one of my best subjects,” “Overall, I have a lot to be proud of,” and “I learn things quickly in most subjects” (Marsh & O’Neill, 1984, p. 170).
The self-concept scale used in this study utilizes questions that probe into students’ beliefs about their abilities based on their prior experience, their environment, and questions of being. The scale has internal validity due to its focus on phenomenological self-concept rather than self-esteem or self-efficacy. Respondents rated each of the 27 items on a 5-point Likert-type scale that ranged from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree. Positive and negative items were intentionally alternating to encourage respondent engagement with the questions. Each individual’s scores were averaged into a single variable to measure the mean of all scale points. The Cronbach α coefficient for the items included from SDQ III was 0.85.

Following original validation of both the overall SDQ III and its component subscales, subscales were also computed to examine self-concept as it relates to mathematics, verbal/communication skills, honesty/reliability, emotions, general self-concept, and general academic skills. The Cronbach α coefficient for the mathematics subscale was .91, the verbal/communication subscale was .82, the honesty/reliability subscale was .76, the emotional self-concept subscale was .78, the general self-concept subscale was .81, and the general academic skills subscale was the lowest at .68.

Judgments of discrimination. The Everyday Discrimination Scale (EDS) is a scale designed to measure “more chronic, routine, and relatively minor experiences of unfair treatment” (Williams, Jackson, & Anderson, 1997, p. 340). This is a 9-item scale that attempts to capture experiences in the lives of participants (see Appendix). This scale is appropriate for the current study because it offers agency to the participants to determine discrimination for themselves rather than categorical designations that may be
limiting. Specific survey questions include asking students if “You are treated with less
courtesy than other people are,” “People act as if they think you are not as smart,” and
“People act as if they think you are dishonest” (Williams et al., 1997, p. 340).
Respondents rated each of the 9 items on a 5-point Likert-type scale that ranged from 1 =

very untrue of me to 5 = very true of me. The EDS was aggregated into a single variable
to measure the mean of all scale points. The Cronbach α coefficient for the EDS was

0.92.

Students’ academic success. The survey also asked participants to volunteer the
grade they expected to receive for the class, as the signifier for academic success in this
study is expected course grade.

Additional measures. In addition, demographic information that included sex,
age, and racial identification was requested to support the research questions that
explored a relationship between student judgments of teacher expectations and gender, as
well as with race.

Analysis

H1 explored a relationship between judgments of teacher expectations and the
associated students’ academic success. H2 explored a relationship between student self-
concept and the students’ academic success. H3 explored a relationship between student
judgments of discrimination and the students’ academic success. These hypotheses were
tested using Spearman’s rho correlation because variables were not distributed normally.
RQ1 explored a difference between male and female student judgments of teacher
expectations. This research question was tested using an independent samples t-test.
RQ2 explored a relationship between student race and those students’ judgments of teacher expectations. This research question was tested using ANOVA. Some of the scales varied in the number of respondents. All scales were analyzed based on the number of participants who answered the scales for that hypothesis or research question. An alpha of .05 was set a priori for statistical significance.
Chapter 4 – Results

This study measured student judgments of their professors’ expectations, a measure of self-concept, individual self-concept subscales categorized by topic, and student judgments of discrimination experiences. Descriptive statistics for the variables in this study are shown in Table 1, as well as a correlation table reflected in Table 2.

H1 suggested there would be a positive relationship between student judgments of teacher expectations and academic success. Analysis using Spearman’s rho testing was selected, as the scale for student grades was ordinal. There was no statistically significant correlation in the data set between judgments of teacher expectations and the students’ anticipated course grades (Spearman $r_s(160) = 0.12, n = 162, p = .14$). H1 was not supported.

Students reported the areas of their self-concept that they most favorably assessed were honesty and reliability, followed closely by their general self-concept outlook, and then verbal and communication skills. All three of these self-concept constructs ranked nearly the same. Students reported mathematical skills as the lowest aspect of their self-concept. Student judgments of discrimination experiences ranked the lowest of all scale means. Participants were also asked to share the grade that they anticipated receiving in their current communication course ($M = 9.8, SD = 2.0$). The results represent grades on a scale from A to F, where A is 12 and B+ is 10; therefore, the average anticipated grade was approximately B+.

Self-concept was measured by examining individual self-concept facets to include mathematics, communication/verbal skills, honesty/reliability, emotions, general self-
concept, and general academic skills. All of these subtopics were also aggregated into one scale and tested. H2 suggested there would be a positive relationship between levels of self-concept and expected grade in the class. Aggregated levels of self-concept were significantly correlated with the students’ anticipated course grades (Spearman $r_s(157) = 0.35, n = 159, p < .001$), as well as the general self-concept subscale (Spearman $r_s(157) = 0.27, n = 159, p = .001$). Neither subscale that focused on mathematics (Spearman $r_s(157) = 0.15, n = 159, p = .07$), nor emotions (Spearman $r_s(157) = 0.04, n = 159, p = .64$) achieved a statistically significant correlation with the students’ anticipated course grades. However, both communication/verbal skills (Spearman $r_s(157) = 0.39, n = 159, p = < .001$) and general academic skills (Spearman $r_s(157) = 0.36, n = 159, p < .001$) were statistically significantly related to anticipated course grades with similar magnitudes. While of a lesser magnitude, support was also found for a statistically positive correlation between honesty/reliability and anticipated course grade (Spearman $r_s(157) = 0.16, n = 159, p = .04$). H2 was partially supported with the aggregated self-concept scale and the subscales of general self-concept, communication/verbal skills, general academic skills, and honesty/reliability reflecting statistical significance for a relationship with students’ anticipated course grades. The self-concept subscales of mathematics and emotions were not significantly associated with expected grades.

H3 suggested there would be a negative relationship between student judgments of discrimination and academic success. Analysis using Spearman’s $\textit{rho}$ testing was selected, as the scales for judgments of discrimination and student grades were not
normally distributed. There was no statistically significant correlation in the data set between judgments of discrimination and the students’ anticipated course grades (Spearman \( r_s(157) = -0.10, n = 159, p = .23 \)). H3 was not supported.

Table 1. *Descriptive Statistics for Construct Scales*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>( N )</th>
<th>( M )</th>
<th>( SD )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Judgments of Teacher Expectations</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Concept (aggregate)</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Academic Skills</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal/Communication skills</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honesty/Reliability</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotions</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Self-Concept</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judgments of Discrimination</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All scales were measured using a 1-5 Likert-type scale.

RQ1 asked if there was a difference between male and female students in their judgments of teacher expectations. The results of a two-tailed independent sample \( t \)-test indicate that there is no difference \( t(156) = -1.0, p = .32 \). Males \( (n = 60, M = 3.2, SD = 0.5) \) and females \( (n = 96, M = 3.3, SD = 0.5) \) do not appear to differ in their judgments of teacher expectations. Similarly, RQ2 asked if there was a relationship between student race and those students’ judgments of teacher expectations. The ANOVA of the race factor revealed no statistically significant difference, \( F(5/152) = 1.52, p = .19 \) indicating
that there is no difference in student judgments of teacher expectations based on the students’ race \((n = 159, M = 3.3, SD = 0.5)\), White/Caucasian \((n = 91, M = 3.3, SD = 0.48)\), African American \((n = 11, M = 3.0, SD = 0.54)\), Hispanic \((n = 16, M = 3.4, SD = 0.49)\), Asian \((n = 22, M = 3.1, SD = 0.44)\), Pacific Islander \((n = 4, M = 3.4, SD = .09)\), Other \((n = 14, M = 3.4, SD = 0.50)\).

Table 2

Spearman Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Judgments of Teacher Expectations</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Self-Concept (aggregate)</td>
<td>.24**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Mathematics</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.41**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. General Academic Skills</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.73**</td>
<td>.24**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Communication skills</td>
<td>.20*</td>
<td>.63**</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.57**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Honesty/Reliability</td>
<td>.16*</td>
<td>.61**</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td>.25**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Emotions</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.50**</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.18*</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.25**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. General Self-Concept</td>
<td>.29**</td>
<td>.78**</td>
<td>.19*</td>
<td>.62**</td>
<td>.53**</td>
<td>.37**</td>
<td>.22**</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Judgments of Discrimination</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>-.30**</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.17*</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>-.32**</td>
<td>-.27**</td>
<td>-.22**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * \( p < .05 \)  ** \( p < .01 \)
Chapter 5 – Discussion

The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship between student judgments of teacher expectations and academic success, the relationship between student self-concept and academic success, and the relationship between student judgments of discrimination and academic success. In addition, the questions of whether or not gender or race were associated with student judgments of teacher expectations were explored. The research explored attribution theory as a tool used by participants to account for their academic success.

H1 suggested that student judgments of teacher expectations would positively correlate with student academic success. The degree to which participants judged their professors’ expectations was not positively associated with the students’ anticipated course grade; therefore, H1 was not supported. While college-age students are the target population for examining teacher expectations and academic success, the scales used were designed for an elementary education population. Further, all of the available literature also targeted primary school-age children, which made applying similar research challenging. Considering the extensive literature supporting the argument that judgments of high teacher expectations result in higher academic outcomes (e.g., Agirdag et al., 2013; Harris & Rosenthal, 1985; Jussim et al., 2005; Weinstein et al., 1982), this scale may not have been properly applied in this study. Participant comments indicated some confusion surrounding questions of teacher expectations. Two respondents commented that the scale inquiring about teacher expectations was challenging and open to interpretation. The students expressed a lack of personal relationship with their respective professors and limited opportunity to determine what their professors’ beliefs
were about them as students (e.g., levels of trust). There is scant literature that examines students’ beliefs about college professors’ expectations, which creates a challenge with attempting to dissect the study results related to H1. The results may be due to a different academic culture between primary school education and university education, where university students are not expecting to have a relationship with their professors, or they may simply not know what their professors expect of them. Considering the lack of scholarly research that examines college students’ judgments of their professors’ expectations, and the abundance of scholarly research that supports a relationship between teacher expectations and academic success for primary school students, this is a gap in research. Further studies may benefit college students and college professors alike.

H2 suggested that there would be a positive relationship between student scores on the self-concept scale and the students’ academic success. Participants who reported high levels of self-concept also reported high anticipated course grades, which supported H2. These results also support the literature findings that students with higher levels of self-concept will experience higher academic success (Friedrich et al., 2015; Jussim, 1989; Madon & Jussim, 1997; Marsh & Martin, 2011; Weinstein & Middlestadt, 1979). The assumptions of attribution theory suggest that behavior changes in an individual are motivated by the judgments and expectations of others, and some people may attribute their successes or failures to their own efforts or abilities (Jones & Nisbett, 1972). Attribution theory may be a way to explain success or failure (Jaspars et al., 1983). The
positive correlation between students’ overall self-concept and anticipated course grades may be attributed to the students’ self-concept and judgments of ability.

Self-concept subscales revealed mixed results. These are important because if self-concept as it relates to academic subspecialties (e.g., mathematics, verbal/communication) can be identified, students may be more likely to achieve academic success. The entire aggregated self-concept scale included all of the subscales (e.g., mathematics, verbal/communication skills), while the general academic subscale focused specifically on beliefs respondents hold about their overall academic abilities. There was a positive relationship between the general academic subscale and the students’ expectations of course grades. Marsh and O’Neill (1984) argue that achievement in academic-specific areas is associated with self-concept in that same area. For example, the student with a high self-concept in mathematics will do well academically in mathematics. This is important because a good self-concept may mean that the students are more likely to be academically successful. Further, since self-concept is in part formed by interpretations from a person’s environment (Marsh & Martin, 2011) and strongly through reflected appraisal (Bong & Skaalvik, 2011) then teachers can potentially play a positive role in shaping academic self-concept and possibly academic success.

Low self-concept relating to mathematics did not significantly correlate with course grade expectations. The lack of statistical correlation may be linked to the field of communication studies as part of a liberal arts program. Self-concept relating to mathematical abilities could be discipline specific, where an engineering program would
elicit higher mathematical self-concept, and a communication program would elicit lower mathematical self-concept as seen in these results. In contrast, participants who reported high self-concept relating to verbal/communication skills also reported high expected course grades. This could be attributed to the fact that participants in the study were recruited from communication courses, a field where they may feel more confident in their verbal/communication abilities.

Participants who reported high levels of self-concept with regard to honesty/reliability also reported high expectations for course grades. Marsh and Martin (2011) argue that levels of self-concept can help predict behavior; therefore, there may be a relationship between student judgments of honesty and their academic success. This is an important point because one could reasonably expect that honest/reliable students might be less likely to cheat and therefore put out more effort, which could result in higher grades.

The subscale pertaining to emotional stability found no significant correlation with course grade expectations. One explanation for this lack of statistical correlation could be that a person’s emotional state (worrying excessively) would not make them any better or worse of a student and not impact their overall academic success. This is important when considering many college students may be juggling multiple demands in life in addition to their academic load. A college student experiencing high levels of personal stress may require compassion from their teacher but also confidence in their ability to get their work done.
H3 suggested a negative correlation between students’ beliefs that they have been recipients of discrimination and their academic success. This hypothesis was not supported. RQ2 asked if there was a relationship between students’ race and their judgments of teacher expectations, and no relationship was found. These results may be a reflection of a college environment that is predominantly white with a small percentage of African American and Hispanic/Latino students participating in this study. The lack of statistical correlation may also simply be the students’ abilities to take on the role of a student and focus on their academic goals. The majority of the responses relating to discrimination reported their discriminatory experiences to be associated with gender, a variable that was not specifically looked at within scholarly literature. Discriminatory experiences attributed to race were the second most common response followed by physical appearance.

RQ1 asked if there is any relationship between students’ gender and their judgments of teacher expectations. While the literature supports different academic experiences between males and females (e.g., Bonnot & Croizet, 2006; Chatard et al., 2006; Davies, Spencer, & Steele, 2005; Eccles, Jacobs, & Harold, 1990), this study did not find any difference between males and females and their judgments of teacher expectations. However, much of the literature’s focus on gender related to mathematical abilities and gender stereotypes. Since this study drew from communication courses, it would seem reasonable that there would be no difference in judgments of teacher expectations between males and females.
**Limitations and future research**

This study utilized convenience sampling from students in communication classes at a northwestern university. Results may differ across the nation and among different demographics to include socioeconomic status and a wider variety of academic majors, ages, and life experiences. Moreover, parts of a person’s self-concept become more prominent with age (Marsh & O’Neill, 1984), so focusing on college-age students with a study that incorporates self-concept, professor expectations, and academic outcome would help educators at the college level better understand how their expectations might impact student success.

The scale that attempted to measure student judgments of teacher expectations may not have been the most appropriate for a college population. Future research should include a new scale that focuses on college students and their judgments of professor expectations, which would be a valuable pedagogical tool for assessing college academic success. Additionally, research should include exploring what expectations university students hold for their professors.

Considering the literature that supports the notion that disadvantaged students (e.g., students of color, older students, females, new students) are more susceptible to expectations resulting in a behavioral shift and fulfillment of those expectations (Agirdag et al., 2013; Jussim & Harber, 2005; Madon & Jussim, 1997; Sorhagen, 2013), future research should also examine disadvantaged students who are in college to include students that are among low socioeconomic status; students with low academic success; students who are in recovery programs; students who hold veteran status; students who
are single parents; students of color; students within the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer (LGBTQ) community; and students who are on parole after a prison sentence. Jussim and Harber (2005) argue that these are the types of students who are most susceptible to expectations, yet very little research exists that examines students and these circumstances.

The survey in this study only took into account judgments from the students’ point of view. A more accurate view of teacher expectations that could manifest into expectancy effects would also include teacher accounts of their expectations (Agirdag et al., 2013; Friedrich et al., 2015; Madon & Jussim, 1997). This study can only make suggestions relating to expectancy effects.

Finally, the sample size of this study resulted in a reduced degree of power than would be desirable, where an additional 25 participants would have provided satisfactory power. However, this study was sufficiently powered to find statistical significance for meaningful correlations including the subtle but statistically significant correlation between the self-concept subscale of honesty/reliability and anticipated course grade.

Conclusion

The privilege of being an educator is accompanied by great responsibility. Teachers have the opportunity to facilitate student success, as noted by Jaime Escalante’s expectations of his students in Stand and Deliver. If expectancy effects can be harnessed and used in the classroom, understanding the dynamics associated with teacher expectations and academic outcomes could be a valuable pedagogical tool in manifesting student success. Extending this study deeper would contribute to the fields of
Communication, Psychology, and Education and potentially increase academic success rates. Students with a high level of self-concept may find their way to academic success, as supported with this study. However, students, particularly disadvantaged students, with low self-concept are at greater risk for academic failure.

Considering that reflected appraisal is the most dominant source of information molding one’s self-concept (Bong & Skaalvik, 2003), educators are in a position to reflect positive information back to students and favorably enhance self-concept. If students with a low self-concept were to receive positive expectations for success from their teachers and positive reflected appraisal, the literature suggests that the student behaviors may shift prompting fulfillment of the expectations and ultimately greater academic success. If more teachers such as Escalante made a clear declaration of their belief in their students’ abilities, those students may work harder, take more risks (e.g., take harder classes, seek out tutoring, join a supportive student organization), see the positive outcomes of their efforts in the form of grades, and their self-concept and success rates may improve. Teaching is an honor with no greater reward than to see one’s students succeed.
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Appendix

Consent Informed Consent Form (Thesis)

You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Jennifer Campbell under the direction of Dr. Frank. This study attempts to collect information about perceptions of professor expectations. You were selected as a possible participant in this study because you are enrolled as an undergraduate in a communication course. If your professor is offering extra credit for your participation, please complete this survey at a computer with internet access and a printer.

Procedures

If you decide to participate, you will be asked to complete the following questionnaire. The questionnaire will take approximately 20 minutes or less.

Risks/Discomforts

Risks are minimal for involvement in this study. However, you may feel uncomfortable when asked to share information about your perceptions of discrimination. You are welcome to skip any question that you feel uncomfortable answering.

Benefits

You may not receive any direct benefit from taking part in this study. However, it is hoped that through your participation, the study may help to increase knowledge which may help others in the future.

Confidentiality

All information that is obtained in connection with this study will be kept confidential and will only be reported in an aggregate format (by reporting only combined results and never reporting individual ones). All questionnaires will be concealed, and no one other than the research team will have access to them. At no point will you name be linked to your answers.

Compensation

You may earn academic extra credit for your participation. Follow the directions at the end of the survey to print and turn your survey completion form in to the pink drop box in the Communication Department offices, UCB 440. Your form will not be linked to your survey responses. Your name is collected only so that your professor may give you extra credit for your class project.
**Participation**

Participation in this research study is completely voluntary. You have the right to withdraw at any time or refuse to participate entirely, and it will not affect your course grade in the class or standing with the university. If you wish to receive extra credit but do not wish to complete the survey, contact the researcher for an alternative extra credit opportunity.

**Questions about the Research**

If you have questions or concerns regarding this study, contact Jennifer Campbell at jlc7@pdx.edu or Dr. Frank at lfrank@pdx.edu.

**Questions about your Rights as Research Participants**

If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research subject, please contact the PSU Office of Research Integrity, Market Center Building 6th floor, Portland State University, 503-725-2227. By completing this survey, you are certifying that you are 18 years of age or older, that you have read and understand the above information and agree to take part in the survey. Press the "Print" button below to keep a copy of this form for your own records. If at this point you choose to continue in this research study, please click ">>>" to continue.
Below is a list of statements dealing with how a professor might treat you. In this scenario, consider your current communication professor whose class you are in this quarter when answering each question. If you are in more than one communication class, please choose the one that you attended most recently. Please rate each of the following questions, where 1 = never and 5 = always.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Never 1 (1)</th>
<th>Rarely 2 (2)</th>
<th>Sometimes 3 (3)</th>
<th>Often 4 (4)</th>
<th>Always 5 (5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The professor makes me feel I did very well when I give the right answer (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The professor spends time working with me (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The professor asks me easy questions (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The professor is excited when working with me (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am given special privileges (5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The professor makes me feel bad when I do</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
not have the right answer (6)

The professor scolds me for not trying (7)

The professor scolds me for not listening (8)

The professor makes me feel that I have not done my work well (9)

The professor asks me if I understand the work (10)

When I give the wrong answer, the professor tells me how I can make my answer better (11)

The professor asks other students to help me (12)
The professor calls on me to answer questions (13)

The professor lets me decide things (14)

The professor asks me to lead activities (15)

The professor makes me feel good about how hard I try (16)

The professor expects that I will finish the class (17)

The professor calls on me to explain things to the class (18)

The professor trusts me (19)
syllabus In this current communication class, I am learning what the syllabus says I should be learning.

○ Strongly disagree 1 (1)
○ Disagree 2 (2)
○ Neither disagree nor agree 3 (3)
○ Agree 4 (4)
○ Strongly agree 5 (5)

learning I am learning something in this current communication course.

○ Strongly disagree 1 (1)
○ Disagree 2 (2)
○ Neither agree nor disagree 3 (3)
○ Agree 4 (4)
○ Strongly agree 5 (5)

grade What grade do you expect to receive in this current communication course?

▼ A (1) ... F (12)
What is your approximate overall college grade-point average (GPA)?

▼ 4.0 (1) ... 0 to 0.2 (13)

Below is a list of statements dealing with your general feelings about yourself. Please rate each of the following statements, where 1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
<td>3 (8)</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>5 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find mathematics is one of my best subjects.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, I have a lot to be proud of.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am honest.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am hopeless in communication classes.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I worry more than I need to.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I get bad grades in most school subjects.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I get good grades in mathematics.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most things I do, I do well.  
I often tell lies.  
Work in communication classes is easy for me.  
I am a nervous person.  
I learn things quickly in most school subjects.  
I have always done well in mathematics.  
Overall, most things I do turn out well.  
I sometimes cheat.  
Communication is one of my best subjects.  
I often feel confused and mixed up.  
I do things as well as most people.  
I get good grades in communication.
In the last 10 years, have you experienced any of these situations (where 1 = very untrue of me and 5 = very true of me)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(19)</th>
<th>(20)</th>
<th>(21)</th>
<th>(22)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I get upset easily.</td>
<td></td>
<td>I am good at most school subjects.</td>
<td>If I really try, I can do almost anything I want to do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(19)</td>
<td>(20)</td>
<td>(21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I sometimes take things that belong to other people.</td>
<td>I learn things quickly in communication classes.</td>
<td>I worry about a lot of things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(23)</td>
<td>(24)</td>
<td>(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall, I am a failure.</td>
<td>I sometimes tell lies to stay out of trouble.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(26)</td>
<td>(27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very untrue of me 1 (1)</th>
<th>Untrue of me 2 (5)</th>
<th>Neutral 3 (4)</th>
<th>True of me 4 (7)</th>
<th>Very true of me 5 (9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You are treated with less courtesy than other</td>
<td>(25)</td>
<td>(26)</td>
<td>(27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
people are. (1)

You are treated with less respect than other people are. (2)

You receive poorer treatment than other people at restaurants and stores. (4)

People act as if you are not smart. (5)

People act as if they are afraid of you. (6)

People act as if they think you are dishonest. (8)

People act as if they are better than you are. (9)

You are called names or insulted. (10)

You are threatened or harassed.
Display This Question:

If In the last 10 years, have you experienced any of these situations (where 1 = very untrue of me a... [ True of me 4] (Count) >= 1

Or In the last 10 years, have you experienced any of these situations (where 1 = very untrue of me a... [ Very true of me 5] (Count) >= 1

discrim2 What do you think is the main reason for these experiences? Check all that apply.

☐ Your ancestry or origin (1)

☐ Your gender (2)

☐ Your race (3)

☐ Your religion (4)

☐ Your height (5)

☐ Your weight (6)

☐ Some other aspect of your physical appearance (7)

☐ Your sexual orientation (8)

☐ Your education or income level (9)

☐ A physical disability (10)

☐ Other (please specify) (11)
Are you a first-generation college student (the first person in your immediate family to attend college)?

- Yes (1)
- No (0)

Is this your very first quarter attending college?

- Yes (1)
- No (0)

What year were you born?

- ▼ 2000 (1) ... 1900 (101)

What is your gender?

- Male (1)
- Female (2)
- Other (3)

What is your race?

- ▼ White/Caucasian (1) ... Other (7)
Is there anything else you would like to share with us about the survey topic?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________